
Saturday, May 18, 2013
Aboard the Avalon Riverboat, Downtown Stillwater

Noon—4pm
Your entrance fee includes entrance to the event, a pilsner glass for sampling and a brat. 
You are welcome to come and go as you please throughout the event while enjoying the 

Rivertown Art Festival. Beer will not be allowed outside the event and you must be 21 years 
old with proper ID to enter the event.

Presented by the Stillwater Sunrise Rotary Club



The members of the Stillwater Sunrise Rotary Club welcome you
to the Best Brewers Bazaar ever!

Thanks to you, we sold out the event in record 
time.  Thanks to the enthusiastic brewers, you 
have over 90 brews to sample.  And thanks to 
our generous sponsors, for helping to make 

this fundraiser another huge success.

Over the years, this event has raised over $80,000 for our many
service projects.  If you haven’t figured it out already,

our members are the ones in the orange shirts.  While sampling, be 
sure to ask us about Rotary and those projects - like Rotary’s fight to 

eradicate Polio throughout the world. 

So Why the Purple Pinkie?
Rotary’s top priority is to eradicate polio.  During the immunization 

process, in countries where polio is still endemic, as soon as children 
receive the polio vaccine, the pinkie is painted purple so that the 

immunizers can identify the children still needing the vaccine.  We 
are using that technique today to identify those who have purchased 

a ticket to the event.  Our hope is that you will keep the “purple 
pinkie” for a few days to encourage discussion on the purpose for 

your purple pinkie.  The goal is to keep the need for continued polio 
immunizations, both here and internationally, in the public eye 

until the disease is eradicated.  The virus is only a plane ride away.  
Thanks for your help.

Raffle Tickets
Be sure to purchase your raffle tickets for 

great prizes, including a
Kegerator - your own personal taproom!,

Twins tickets, and the always coveted
Brewer’s Buckets.

The drawing will be held at 3:30pm and
you need not be present to win.

Raffle ticket purchasers also receive a
pilsner holding lanyard and a pretzel or

pie shot.  A great value for only $10. 
 



Top Deck

Main Level

2nd Deck

Who’s Thirsty?

Lift Bridge Brewery•	
Brau Brothers Brewing Company•	
St. Croix Valley Homebrewers Association/ Still-H2O•	
American Sky Beer•	
The Thundermen•	

Surly Brewing Company•	
Lucid•	
Badger Hill•	
Bad Weather•	
Big Wood Brewery•	
Excelsior Brewing•	
Lucid Brewery•	
Pie Shots/Pretzels•	
Bass Lake Cheese Factory•	
Leech Lake Brewing Company•	
Tail Slap Brewing Co.•	
Hammerschlagen•	

August Schell Brewing Company•	
Finnegan’s Irish Amber•	
Flat Earth Brewing Company•	
Fulton Brewery•	
Third Street Brewhouse•	
Summit Brewing•	
Tin Whiskers•	
Olvalde Farm & Brewing Company•	
St. Croix Brewing Company•	
Brats•	
Hammerschlagen•	

Tip:

Consider starting on the 2nd Deck.

Most people will start on the Main Level 

or go to the Top leaving the 2nd Deck 

relatively quiet for the first hour.



We’d also like to thank the following organizations that helped
enhance the event in many ways: Stillwater Printing,

The Thundermen, Bass Lake Cheese Factory, StillH2O and the guys 
over at Lift Bridge Brewery.

In addition, we need to thank the staff of the St. Croix Boat & Packet 
for offering to host this event and giving us the opportunity to enjoy 

our beer while overlooking the beautiful St. Croix River.
Please visit them again.

And we want to thank the brewers for contributing their time and 
beer. Their enthusiasm and support has been essential to the

success of the Brewers Bazaar. Please enjoy their conversation and 
their brew, but remember to drink responsibly! Pace yourself, eat a 

brat, a pretzel, a pie shot and some cheese.

Please be smart and safe.  We want to see you here again next year 
on May 19th, 2014 for the 8th Annual Brewers Bazaar!

Mark your calendars now.

Kraus-Anderson•  - Beer Glass Sponsor 
Liquor Time•  - Lanyard Sponsor

Thank you to our sponsors!

“Half Barrel” Sponsors

Eckberg Lammers•  - Band Sponsor 
Ramsay & Associates, Ltd.•  - Brat Sponsor
Joseph’s Family Restaurant•  - Pie Shot Sponsor
Great Harvest Bread Co. - Pretzel Sponsor• 

The Oilery on Grand Ave in St. Paul•  - Root Beer Sponsor
Lift Bridge Brewery•  - Raffle Co-Sponsor
Stillwater H2O•  - Raffle Co-Sponsor
Lake Elmo Bank•  - Club Sponsor

“Quarter Barrel” Sponsors



Oaks Wine & Spirits• 

Egan Companies• 

Stillwater Liquor• 

First State Bank and Trust• 

Edward W. Simonet Law Office• 

Lake Area Bank• 

Realm Promotions• 

Braun Intertec• 

Associated Bank• 

Larson Engineering• 

Custom Drywall• 

O’Keefe• 

Metropolitan Mechanical Contractors, Inc.• 

Jon Whitcomb-Greystone Commercial• 

Viking Sprinkler• 

MG McGrath• 

Swanson Youngdale• 

Century Construction• 

St Croix Sensory• 

Wild Life Control Now• 

Steppingstones Day Care• 

Liberty Village Wine & Spirits• 

Orwin & Anita Carter• 

“Growler” Sponsors

The contributions and support from these companies 
and organizations are truly appreciated.  Please be sure 
to thank these folks if you run into them at the event and 

please support their businesses.



Surly Brewing Company - Brooklyn Center, MN

Furious: A tempest on the tongue, or a moment of pure 
hop bliss? Brewed with a dazzling blend of American hops 
and Scottish malt, this crimson-hued ale delivers waves 
of citrus, pine and caramel-toffee. For those who favor 
flavor, Furious has the hop-fire your taste buds have been 
screeching for. ABV: 6.5% v/v, Availability: Cans and Kegs 
Year Round

Bender: Here’s what happens when substance meets 
smooth. This oatmeal brown ale defies traditional categories. Bender begins crisp 
and lightly hoppy, complemented by the velvety sleekness oats deliver. Belgian and 
British malts usher in cascades of cocoa, coffee, caramel and hints of vanilla and 
cream. An easy-drinking ale with many layers of satisfaction. ABV: 5.5% v/v, Avail-
ability: Cans and Kegs Year Round

Coffee Bender: Coffee Bender refreshes like an iced-coffee, is aromatic as a bag of 
whole beans and satisfies like your favorite beer. Utilizing the latest technology, the 
Surly brew team has developed a cold extraction process that results in intense cof-
fee aromatics and flavor bringing together two of our favorite beverages. Your only 
dilemma will be whether to finish your day or start it with a Coffee Bender.  ABV: 
5.5% v/v, Availability: Cans and Kegs Year Round

CynicAle:  Oh great, a fizzy yellow beer in a can, that’s just what the craft beer 
world needs! CynicAle melds Old World ingredients in a new school style. French 
malted barley, English oats and Belgian yeast create honey & black pepper flavors. 
Lively Slovenian hops provide the floral, apricot and peach notes. Toss your doubts 
away, toss one back and enjoy! ABV: 6.6% v/v, Availability: Cans and Kegs Year 
Round

also pouring...HELL and OVERRATED!

St. Croix Brewing Company

St. Croix Cask Cream Stout - infused with selected Vanilla 
and Cocao beans.

St. Croix Cask Creamy Brown Ale - dry hopped with English Golding hops.

St. Croix 15th Anniversary Maple Sour Ale - Made in the Belgian Labic tradi-
tion by infusing with Lactobacillus

St. Croix Cream Ale - Brewed with four selected malts, which make for a creamy 
golden brew.



Brau Brothers Brewery - Lucan, MN

MooJoos - Stout: MooJoos is a stout built on complexity and 
texture. Layers of toasted and roasted malt contribute notes of 
coffee, milk chocolate, cedar and rich toffee. Generous additions 

of oats, both flakes and toasted, give an oily texture to the beer which smooths over 
the ale’s moderate carbonation. ABV 5.8%

Sheephead - Ale: Hops dominate with a balance of spicy herbal hops up front 
followed by the citrus and grass of American hops. Malt is not forgotten by means of 
heavily toasted and chocolate malt. This is a great beer for a long winter session of 
card playing with family. ABV 7.7%

Ringneck - Ale: Ringneck Braun Ale is the initial offering in the Brau Single Batch 
Series ofbeers. A perfect autumn ale, this big double nut brown ale is dry and fruity, 
yet surprisingly drinkable. Nutty flavor is derived from both biscuit malt and toasted 
oats. A hint of raspberry and classic British hops round out this mild and complex 
brown ale.

Bancreagie - Scotch Ale: Imported Scottish-grown Maris Otter barley malt lays 
the foundations for an ale built on a deep grain bill. Layers of toasted malt, with a 
touch of wheat, provides color and mid-level notes of caramel and toffee. Finally, 
peat smoked malt added at just the right percentage, offers a classic Scotch Smoke 
essence. ABV 7.6%

Summit Brewing - St. Paul, MN

Summer Ale: This highly drinkable session beer is made for 
sunny days and long nights. With a crisp, clean bitterness ap-
pealing to casual and serious beer drinkers alike. The refreshing 
fruity and floral hop aroma is a pleasant reminder to savor the 
season while you can. 

Sága IPA: A decidedly different hop-forward brew with aromas of kiwi, passion 
fruit, apricot and gooseberry.  Clean assertive bitterness with a balanced malt char-
acter. Named after the Norse Goddess Saga, drinking companion of the God Odin.
 
Meridian Session Ale: First release from our new limited-release Union Series. 
Inspired by Belgian Enkel (single) style ales. Terrific spicy, floral lemon aroma and 
very clean bitterness from the Meridian hops. Concerto malt from the UK provides 
great depth and a superb base of light toast.



Bad Weather Brewing - Minneapolis, MN
Windvane - A Minnesota Red Ale.  Our flagship year-
round release Windvane stands strong through all types 
of weather and is a great fit for all seasons. Pouring a deep 
brilliant red, this is your go-to beer. If you want something 
hoppy, you definitely have it. American hops give Windvane 

a swift bitterness with piney, citrus and resinous flavors. If you want something 
with strong malt shoulders, you have that too. Roast malt layers add complexity 
and keeps the beer dry to showcase the hops. 6.0% ABV

Ominous - A Midwest Warmer. Clouds grow dark, the wind picks up, a chill sets 
in -- the weather is not looking good. Thankfully, our winter seasonal Ominous is 
the perfect beer for this situation. Warming from the inside out, it’s a good reason 
to stay indoors. At 7.5% abv, this Midwest Warmer has layers to stand up to the 
most frigid of winter nights or rain-soake d spring days. American, English and 
Belgian malts come together to satisfy the soul with a rich, nutty, roasted flavors. 
Dark candi sugar brings out hints of dates, raisins, plum and chocolate. Ominous is 
a dark storm of a beer - big, intense and something to keep your eye on.  7.5% ABV

Migration Ale - A Fair Weather Ale.  A beer brewed for the calm before the 
storm. Migration Ale has a cracker-like malt character decorated with notes of 
stone fruit and flowers. Rose hips are added to the boil, lending a light herbal 
bouquet on the nose. This floral addition compliments the hops balancing out the 
German malt sweetness. Migration is perfect for when spring is in bloom, or when 
you just need reminding of spring. 5% ABV

Firefly Rye - A summer beer that is perfect to drink during the hottest days and 
coolest nights around the bonfire.aroma and smooth refreshing taste that makes 
this beer perfect for the long anticipated summer days. Available only at the brew-
ery in Saint Paul.

Tail Slap Brewing Co. - Bayport, MN 
Tail Slap Brewing Company has teamed up with Minhas 
Brewing, Monroe WI, and will begin production of keg 
and bottled offerings later this summer.  We are work-
ing to engage local distribution companies to position 
our beer in restaurants, pubs, and liquor stores by late 
September.  In addition, Tail Slap has entered negotia-

tions with a property owner to lease a space and establish our own brew-
ing facility right here in the Stillwater/Bayport area with local production 
slated to start in Q1 2014.

Belgian Tripel, Milk Stout, Belgian Wit



Lucid Brewing - Minneapolis, MN

Lucid AIR: 4.2% ABV, Lucid AIR is the lightest beer produced 
by Lucid Brewing.  A blend of the palest malted barley and 
wheat combined with a mix of American hops give this beer a 
sweet citrus aroma with hints of key-limes.  The smooth light 
body is effervescent and finishes clean and crisp.  Filtered to 
perfection, this beer is great for the boat, sitting around the 
campfire, and everyday enjoyment.

Lucid DYNO: 5.2% ABV, A crisp citrus aroma and flavor 
come from late additions of hops taken from the Pacific 
Northwest.  The unique blend of hops lend to aromas of 
tangerine, pine, and fresh cut flowers.  Late hop additions 
allows us to present a significant aroma and flavor with only 
a moderate bitterness. A “dyno” is a tool used to measure 
speed and force in cars.  Lucid DYNO packs a forceful punch 
of hops in the aroma and flavor balanced with a smooth bit-
terness and malt flavor.  Sleek and Agile rarely describe beer, 
but they are appropriate here.  Always enjoy in moderation

Lucid FOTO: 6.5% ABV, Late hops, dry hops, hops, hops, and more hops create a 
power and crisp citrus aroma and flavor.  We use a whopping 4# of hops per keg of 
beer to create an enamel crushing delicious citrus explosion of flavor.  The late hop 
additions allow this beer to present the full flavor and aroma of the selected hops 
without creating an overly bitter experience.

Lucid DUO: 9% ABV (Limited Release), Lucid’s version of a double IPA is a double 
hopped sledgehammer.  Sky-high IBUs hammer your palate and break down your 
beer boundaries with each face-slapping sip.  Great beer from MN that is far from 
Minnesota nice.

Century Construction



Flat Earth Brewing Company - St. Paul, MN
Angry Planet Pale Ale - Angry Planet is a crisp, clean, 
satisfying american pale ale brewed with Cascade hops, Mu-
nich malts and has a large dry hop addition, together they 
create an aroma of citrus and light toast that carries a nice 
flavorful punch. This punch of citrus is balanced by a slight 

caramel sweetness that plays off the hop bitterness creating a smooth, pleasant 
finish. Angry Planet pairs well with yak momo, pizza & pad thai as well as burgers 
and brats off the grill. 

Black Helicopter Coffee Stout - Black Helicopter is an oatmeal stout that has 
been infused with the some of the finest roasted coffee on the planet. The beans 
were secretly flown to our roaster in the sleepy hamlet of Minneapolis, where 
they were transformed into delicious coffee- a locally roasted, specialty blend 
from Dunn Brothers.  This beer offers a dark pour with a roasted malt and coffee 
aroma.
 
Ovni Ale - Ovni (flying saucer in French) Ale,  a French style bier de garde, is 
made with the finest imported malt and hops .  A traditional, artisanal farmhouse 
ale brewed in the winter to be enjoyed during the summer months. Amber in 
color, this beer has a substantial malt character with a mild hop bitterness and an 
earthy, farm-like quality. 
 
Sunburst Apricot Infused Belgian Pale Ale - Start off with our traditional 
Belgian Style Pale Ale, bring in a soft touch of apricot to sweeten the brew just 
so and there you have it, Sunburst Apricot. A very light, definitive apricot/fruit 
aroma and smooth refreshing taste that makes this beer perfect for the long an-
ticipated summer days. Available only at the brewery in Saint Paul.

Olvalde Farm and Brewing Company
     - Rollingstone, MN

The Auroch’s Horn: A strong golden ale brewed 
with wheat and honey, unfiltered, lightly hopped, and re-fermented in the bottle.

Brynhildr’s Gift: A sapid rye ale brewed with juniper berries. Unfiltered, re-fer-
mented in the bottle, and scortched in the kettle.

Ode to a Russian ShipWright: An ale brewed with roasted barley, rye, and 
spruce tips.



Tin Whiskers - Roseville, MN
Tin Whiskers Brewing was started by 3 electrical engineers 
who decided, after touring Surly and Flat Earth 3 years ago, to 

start or own microbrewery. We seek to apply our engineering design backgrounds 
of design, creativity, and attention to detail to create truly memorable beers. It has 
been a long road and a lot of work to get to this point, but we now have our financ-
ing in hand and found our location in Saint Paul. Now let the fun begin and the beer 
start flowing! 

Short Circuit Stout - This beer was originally created to relive those childhood 
memories of root beer floats in the summer time. The unfermentable lactose added 
during the boil leaves a lingering sweet aftertaste to the full bodied and roasty stout.  
It uses 5 different malts to create a variety of flavors that change in the course of 
taking a sip.  It truly is best served with vanilla ice cream.

Flip Switch IPA - This British-style IPA has a focus on hops that provides fruit 
flavors and aromas.  The mellowness of this IPA is created by a balanced blend of 
fruits that make this beer truly enjoyable from the hardcore IBU drinker to the more 
mainstream drinker.

Wheatstone Bridge - American malted wheat with touches of Minnesota honey 
give this beer a light and silky base into which chamomile tea is then steeped. All 
this combines to create a light refreshing beer, perfect for relaxing while enjoying 
the summer weather.

Finnegans - St. Paul, Minnesota
FINNEGANS Irish Amber is brewed using 
three varieties of imported 2 row malts & hops 
creating a medium-bodied ale with a creamy, 
malty finish and clean aftertaste.

FINNEGANS Blonde Ale is a new light-bodied ale now available all year round 
with a floral/fruity aroma and crisp finish for a lighter taste. Also made from 4 pure 
ingredients: water, yeast, hops and malted barley.

FINNEGANS was the first beer company in the world to donate 100% of profits back 
to local food shelves in an effort to create sustainable change for those affected by 
hunger.  To date the FINNEGANS Community Fund has donated over a quarter of a 
million dollars back to local charities. To learn more about FINNEGANS, our good 
works visit our website www.finnegans.org HERE’S TO DOING GOOD!!

651-430-2250



Leech Lake Brewing Company - Walker, MN

Loon’s Eye Red – Irish style ale
Loch Leech Monster- Scottish Ale
Blindside Pale Ale
Minobii ESB
Driven Snow Robust Porter
47 deg  North IPA
3 Sheets Imperial IPA

Metropolitan Mechanical 
Contractors, Inc.

Edward W. Simonet 
Law Office

651-439-5875

American Sky Beer - Hudson, WI

Amber Salute: American Amber Ale, ABV 5.5%.  A full 
flavored roasty & nutty Ale, light on hops, big on Malt 
with a smooth finish.  A bold adventure in drinkability - 
prepare for takeoff.

Tailgunner Gold: Blonde Ale, ABV 5.0%. Refreshing citrus, honey-wheat flavor, 
lightly hopped, easy drinkability.  It’s the year-round beer that sets its sights on 
all-day drinkability.  Full-flavored, but not heavy, easy and delicious - with just the 
right lift.
 
USA IPA: American IPA, ABV 7.0%.  A well balanced robust IPA with a smooth 
dry hopped finish.  It’s the IPA everyone can enjoy. USA IPA. Robust, but not heavy. 
Smooth, but loaded with flavor - now get ready for impact.
 
American Velvet: Coffee Stout, ABV 6.1%.  A smooth creamy stout with perfectly 
balanced roasted finish. A rich, smooth way to kickstart the day or wind up the 
night. This bold new choice uses cold pressed espresso balanced with a big and 
deep stout. The result is an explosion of flavors and a warm, satisfied feeling deep 
inside.
 
Screaming Eagle: Pale Ale ABV 5.2%.  A refreshing pale ale with piney under-
tones and citrus after-notes.



August Schell Brewing Company
New Ulm, MN

Schell Goosetown (gose) - We are excited to announce 
our new seasonal beer - Schell’s Goosetown available from 
April through September! Schell’s Goosetown is named 
after a neighborhood located across the tracks and down 

by the Minnesota River in New Ulm, where mostly Catholic German-Bohemian im-
migrants began settling in the late 1800s. These immigrants kept and raised gaggles 
of geese, which wandered freely throughout the neighborhood and fed along 
the banks of the river.  Schell’s Goosetown is our interpretation of a traditional, 
German-style Gose. The beer pours clear, golden orange in color, with a thick white 
foam head. It has a bright lemon zest and coriander aroma with a slight saltiness 
reminiscent of a cool ocean breeze. A refreshingly light and citrusy tartness greets 
your palate, backed by a bready, wheat malt character and a touch of coriander 
spice. Lighter bodied, yet full flavored with a lively carbonation that gives the beer 
a crisp, dry finish. A uniquely refreshing session beer, perfectly suited for a warm 
summer day from the August Schell Brewing Company. ABV: 5.2%

Schell Firebrick - FireBrick was introduced in 1999, and is named after the 
bricks that line Schell’s old boilers. It is the culmination of an effort to bridge the 
gap between the “popular-tasting” beers and the heartier, hand-crafted ones. Fire-
Brick is a refreshing all-malt lager with an amber-red hue that reflects the feeling of 
the brewery itself.

Schell Emerald Rye - We are excited to announce our latest year round- 
Schell’s Emerald Rye! Schell’s Emerald Rye is assertively hopped (hopped again, 
and again, and again, and then dry hopped) to impart a firm, dry bitterness and 
features the uniquely fruity, hoppy aroma of the German Emerald hop. With 60 
IBU’s this lager rivals that of an IPA, but unlike an IPA we lagered it, giving this beer 
a crisp, smooth, clean finish on your palate. A biscuity malt foundation gives it bal-
ance and a luxurious, deep ruby color. A hint of rye enhances the subtle spiciness of 
the Emerald hop and complements the delicate notes of lemon and orange marma-
lade within the aroma. The rye also adds a layer of spicy complexity that leaves you 
wanting more. ABV: 6.2%

Zommerfest - Introduced on Memorial Weekend, 1998, and only available in the 
summer, Zommerfest is brewed in a ‘Kölsch’ style, which originates from Cologne, 
Germany. Its characteristics are fairly light—in color and in flavor. It is a pale gold 
color, low in hop flavor and aroma, with a light body and a somewhat dry finish. 
This is a pleasant, light-flavored beverage that goes well with any summer activity.



Fulton Brewery - Minneapolis, MN

The Lonely Blonde: American Pale Ale.  The Lonely Blonde 
wears a delicate fragrance of German noble hops, and slips 
a touch of white wheat between American pale and crystal 

malts for a smooth, sensuous body, fair complexion, and a pleasantly lacy white 
head. Crisp carbonation slinks the Lonely Blonde quickly away, and you’re left with 
nothing but a slight lingering sweetness as you contemplate how The Lonely Blonde 
can be so beautiful on so many levels.

Ringer: American Pale Ale.  The Ringer is an American Pale Ale with a crisp hop 
character and bright citrus aroma. The Ringer, however, is lighter than it would 
appear, clocking in at only 5% ABV. (Put another way, The Ringer cannot appear 
weightless). 

Sweet Child of Vine: India Pale Ale. Move over grapes. We’re celebrating the 
world’s most glorious vine. Generous quantities of CTZ  and Glacier hops are added 
throughout the boil. Then, late in fermentation, we infuse the Sweet Child with an-
other dose of Glaciers, imparting a bouquet of hop aroma that veritably bursts forth 
upon serving. But don’t let all this talk of hops mislead you. The Sweet Child has a 
serious malt backbone to stand up to all those hops, creating a delightful balance 
that will keep you coming back for more. It’s an IPA, Fulton-style.

The Expat: Rye Saison (Spring Seasonal).  At 6.3% ABV, about 30 IBU, and on the 
higher end of the carbonation spectrum, The Expat is in line with classic defini-
tions of the style–by the numbers, anyway. Unlike most saisons, however, The Expat 
is brewed with a substantial percentage of rye in the mash and is filtered prior to 
packaging. The result is a crisp, effervescent saison that is true in spirit to the style’s 
heritage of fusing refreshment with a bold, spicy farmhouse character. It’s a great 
beer to enjoy on its own in the late afternoon, but may even be better when paired 
with a meal. As Garret Oliver writes in The Brewmaster’s Table, “With food, the best 
saisons are beyond versatile–they are virtually invincible.”



Still-H2O & St. Croix Home Brewers Association
14375 N 60th St. Stillwater MN

www.still-h2o.com and www.scrvhba.com

”The PD” Belgian Blonde
“Riverboat Wheat”

“The Kings Nuts” Extra Special Bitter
“Bad Monkey” Belgian Triple

“Falun Copper Ale” American Amber

Lift Bridge Brewery - Stillwater, MN

Farm Girl Saison® - This pale golden, Belgian-influenced ale is for everyone: 
Farm Girl, wannabe Farm Girl. In the Belgian Farmhouse tradition, this brew has a 
dry malt finish and a spiciness that only Belgian yeasts can create. Smooth and well 
rounded... this one can please anyone in any situation, whether you are on the water, 
in the sun, or hiding from winter’s chill.

Crosscut Pale Ale™ - Well balanced amber pale ale accentuated by multiple addi-
tions of floral Cascade hops and our unique introduction of grapefruit zest to compli-
ment the citrus notes of the hops.

Chestnut Hill Nut Brown™ - A wonderfully big nut brown ale crafted with roasty 
toasty malts balanced with Yakima hops and just enough alcohol to keep you warm 
on a fall afternoon.

Hop Dish™ IPA - This deep golden American IPA piles it on. Generous helpings of 
7 varieties of American hops and premium Maris Otter and Crystal malts, make this 
one truly delicious dish. Aromas of pine, floral, and citrus are balanced with a subtle 
malt sweetness that will have you asking for seconds. IPA pushes the boundaries 
(BJCP American IPA top-7.5% ABV/70 IBU) and delivers what you would expect. 
This aggressively hopped IPA awakens the senses with aromas of citrus, fruit, and 
pine but will bombard your taste buds (with hops, a subtle malt sweetness and notes 
of caramel) that will put a smile on your face.

Minnesota Tan - MNTan is our first Limited Specialty released in bottles. It is a 
Belgian Triple Ale infused with Raspberries which gives the beer a slight pink tint. It 
has a tart, dry finish. Don’t get burned while enjoying this refreshing summer treat.



Badger Hill - Minnetonka, MN
Locally owned and brewed in Minnetonka, MN, Badger Hill 
was started by a family united by a hankering for travel and 
craft beer. In our blood: A melting pot of European heritage. 
Our passion: The singular love of beer. Our mission: Sharing 
what topped our taste-o-meters. We do hope you like it and 

our promise is that we’ll keep coming up with new recipes while staying true to the 
brew. Mostly.

MSB - Brewed in the tradition of English Special Bitters.  The English malts deliver 
smooth malt backbone, caramel undertones, and hints of biscuit while 4 English 
and American hops bring excellent hop flavor and aroma, with a bitterness that is 
evident but measured.  Truly a Well Balanced Ale!

High Road Everyday Ale - A unique take on a sessionable ale, High Road has 
enough personality to be a palate pleaser with a low bitterness that will surprise 
and delight. The use of Pilsner malt, British yeast with Australian and New Zealand 
Hops create a very unique brew that will appeal to all craft beer fans.
 
Wanderlust - A strong impulse or desire to wander, travel and explore. Wander-
lust is also a limited beer series featuring special seasonal and one off release from 
the Badger Hill team.. This is our opportunity to wander the beer landscape, trying 
new styles in small batches.  Limited summer release
 
Foundation Stout - We call our stout an American stout, but its heritage is based 
on the old English stouts of history. A sweet, malty roast that hints of coffee, caramel 
and chocolate—and finishes off clean with touches of American hops. This stout is 
balanced and extremely drinkable!

Bass Lake Cheese Factory - Somerset, WI

Bass Lake Cheese Factory was established in 1918 
back when factories filled the landscape. Many things 
have changed in that time, but we have tried very 
hard to keep the small town factory feel. We are 

a family owned factory that makes award winning cheeses by hand. We use 
traditional recipes along with some new and interesting combinations. Scott, 
owner and Cheesemaker, is a six time Master Cheesemaker who takes pride in 
the Artisan style of cheese making. Using the open vat system Scott makes all of 
our cheeses by hand.  Over the last 20 years we have slowly added to the factory 
setting. Being out in the country we added a beautiful outside deck where you 
can enjoy beer, wine, bloody marys, cheese, pizza, sandwiches, grilled cheese 
sandwiches, deep fried Juusto and coming soon deep fried cheese curds. With 
the many additions we still keep true to our first love, cheese. We invite you to 
step back in time where tradition, quality, value and service are most important. 
We are located 7 miles across the Stillwater bridge on Valley View Trail just 
south of Somerset.  Bass Lake Cheese Factory 598 Valley View Trail Somerset, 
WI 54025.  Tel: 715-247-5586  Web: www.blcheese.com



Wild Life Control Now
Liberty Village Wine & 

Spirits

Big Wood Brewery - White Bear Lake, MN

At Big Wood Brewery, the definition of beer is FUN. We 
don’t take ourselves too seriously (hey, we’re Minneso-
tans!). But even while we’re having a good time, we’re 
working hard to brew the best, most flavorful beers pos-
sible. Ben Franklin once said, “Beer is proof that God loves 
us and wants us to be happy.” All of us at Big Wood Brewery 
agree with old Ben, so we want to make your beer experi-

ence a jovial one. So join us in a glass, a four-pack or a keg of a signature brew from 
Big Wood Brewery™. And here’s to a great day! Cheers!

Morning Wood - Coffee Stout
2011 & 2012 ABR Winner for Best Beer! The blast of coffee flavor in this beer will 
send you right back to this morning when you woke up, stretched, and thought 
“Hey, this is gonna be a great day!” Morning Wood is brewed with Fuggle and 
Cascade hops and adds hints of oatmeal and chocolate to make every coffee-lover’s 
secret beer dreams come true. Morning Wood uses only fresh roasted Dunn Broth-
ers Coffee Beans. ABV: 5.5% IBUs: 35

Jackpine Savage - American Pale Ale
Chances are good you know someone just like Jackpine Savage. He the kind of guy 
that always has a plow on his truck and a cooler in the back. If you want to hear 
a good fish story, or need somebody to run the barbecue, you bet he’s your man. 
Brewed with all American hops, Jackpine Savage is a good time gone great. ABV: 
5.3% IBUs: 33

Bark Bite IPA - India Pale Ale
Check out the chompers on this one. He doesn’t quit. Long after your day is done, 
Bark Bite is still working hard, bringing the bite. Because where Bark Bite’s from, 
you don’t stop until the last drop. And then you kick back, relax, and say things like 
“See this lake? It was a babbling brook before I got here.” Brewed with citrus hops, 
it’s front loaded for a big refreshing bite. ABV: 6.6% IBUs: 50

Bad Axe - Imperial IPA
2013 Rochester Craft Beer Expo winner for Best Beer! This one might take a few 
trees down without trying. It’s the one all the lady axes think they can change. He 
might be a tough guy in the flannel shirt who tears of bottle caps with his teeth, but 
don’t worry he’s easy to get along with. Brewed with a mix of Columbus and Cen-
tennial hops, it pours pale amber and goes down surprisingly easy. Well, maybe not 
so surprising, considering it’s from Big Wood Brewery. ABV: 9.8% IBUs: 76



Third Street Brewhouse - Cold Spring, MN
Our facility utilizes 5 brewing vessels and 15 conical 
fermenters, along with other technologically advanced 
equipment to produce high quality and satisfying craft 
beers.  Our brewing staff consists of proven professionals, 
seasoned veterans, and award winning brewing artisans; a 
true “dream team” of talent.  Our core group of craft beers, 

along with our specialty and seasonal beers, will provide a pleasurable experience 
for any occasion.

Rise to the Top Cream Ale- This is a special beer style that is a satisfying re-
fresher.  The light body and pale color result in a mild aroma and taste, with its own 
unique signature.  The hop impact is not excessive and compliments the pale malt 
flavor profile.

Lost Trout Brown Ale - This is a true brown, not only because of its color but 
because of its stringent adherence to the style guidelines; a real beer connoisseurs 
dream.  The hop flavor and aroma is adequately full and assists the roasted malt 
flavors that are perceived on the palate.  There is limited fruitiness and the body is 
appropriate.

Bitter Neighbor Black IPA - The rich darkness is not excessive as is sometimes 
seen in other craft iterations.  A medium high hop flavor and aroma befits this style.  
The caramel and roasted malt flavors and aromas are enhanced with a well-con-
trolled fruitiness.

Three Way Pale Ale - A sessionable pale ale with a deep golden hue and a flavor 
characterized by floral and citrus-like hops. The selection of three traditional and 
unique hops combined with three select malts creates a pleasing and balanced 
beer; described best by having a medium maltiness, a tropic hop character and a 
moderate fruitiness with hints of grapefruit, pear and a subtle spiciness.

Excelsior Brewing - Excelsior, MN

Big Island Blond - Light bodied ale with biscuit malt 
flavor and refreshing hop finish. 5.1% ABV, 22 IBU

Bridge Jumper Strong Pale Ale - Malt forward beer with nutty sweetness and 
heavy citrus hop flavor. 7.5% ABV, 95 IBU

Bitteschlappe Brown Ale - Balanced flavor of sweetness from hefty amounts of 
Vienna malt, smooth finish. 6.8%, 25 IBU

Helios Hefeweisen - Summer seasonal, 5.5% ABV 17 IBU

The Excelsior Brewing mission is to celebrate the rich history of Lake Minnetonka 
and historic Excelsior by delivering superior brews hand-crafted in their image. 
Our beer was created to honor lake life, and ultimately, to complement it.



Tasting Notes

Vote for your Brewers Bazaar favorite
Choosing a favorite will not be easy.  Cast your vote at the

Raffle Table and visit BrewersBazaar.com to see the results.
tear here

Beer Name and Brewer



The members of the Stillwater Sunrise Rotary Club
would like to thank everyone for attending this year’s 
Brewers Bazaar. Your participation has helped raise
money for our club’s many local and international
service projects. Learn more about our club and

Rotary by visiting our website:

www.StillwaterSunriseRotary.org

Our club meets every Tuesday morning, 7am at Joseph’s 
Family Restaurant in Stillwater.

Visitors are always welcome!

If you are not from the St. Croix Valley area,
visit Rotary.org to find a club in your community.


